Abstract
INTRODUCTION

33
Populations can persist in changing environmental conditions through three Dudley & Schmitt (1996) showed that plastic stem elongation was beneficial at high but 59 not low plant densities. Other studies have characterized patterns of plasticity that 60 suggest local adaptation: for example, Sultan (2003) showed that plasticity in allocation 61 to leaf light capture was more pronounced in a generalist species than a high-light rapidly shifting environmental conditions, plasticity will play an important role for survival 114 in this species considering its long generation time. Thus, uncovering patterns of 115 plasticity can inform vulnerability predictions for this species under climate change.
116
A particularly important form of environmental variation in the CFR is drought. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS
144
Species description 145
Protea repens L. is a common evergreen shrub endemic to South Africa, with 146 particularly high abundance in semi-arid fynbos of the CFR (Rebelo 2001 ). This Mediterranean rainfall pattern in the western CFR, some western population sites 158 receive far more wintertime precipitation than do eastern population sites.
159
Field sampling and climate data 160 We collected seeds from 8 wild populations of P. repens spanning much of its 161 geographic distribution in the CFR ( Figure 1A) 
257
After completing all trait and transcriptome sampling, we cut plants at the root- 
271
We also measured biomass but biomass and carbohydrate content were highly Table S3 .
312
Statistical analyses
313
How do populations respond to drought and how do these responses vary?
314
We tested whether drought significantly affected functional and performance traits in
315
Protea repens using linear mixed models. We used a total of 23 plant metrics in our 316 analyses, including 8 traits on day 6, and 14 traits or performance indices on day 12.
317
We analyzed each trait on each day separately, because preliminary analyses on both predictor from the full model and used a chi-square test to compare AIC scores between 328 models. Given the large number of statistical tests that this entailed, we also adjusted p-329 values according to estimated false discovery rates (R package "fdrtools").
330
Gene expression analyses followed the same general approach as for traits. As 
336
We also tested for genes that are differentially expressed among populations for the two 337 treatments and time-points separately. A Venn diagram (Oliveros 2016) showing the 338 genes in these four groups are given in Figure 3B . For example, the group of genes 339 that are differentially expressed among populations under drought at day 6 is shown in 340 purple color on the diagram. Gene ontology analysis was performed for detecting 341 enrichments in these four groups using GOrilla as explained above. (Figure 2B&D and 3A) . All populations had at least several hundred differentially expressed genes by day 12.
416
Two populations (C-Cederberg and S-Swartberg) showed few differentially expressed 417 genes initially, but over 1500 differentially expressed genes by day 12 (Figure 3A) . 418 Although the number of genes regulated upon drought stress was highly variable, we 419 found 110 and 63 genes to be consistently up-or down-regulated, respectively, among 420 populations ( Table S4) . Homology of these genes with Arabidopsis show that up-421 regulated genes include heat shock proteins, auxin signalling and ABA catabolism 422 genes, genes related to drought stress and photosynthesis, and a leaf amylase; 423 whereas down-regulated genes included ARF genes (involved in cell elongation and 424 division), and salt stress-, fatty acid and amino acid biosynthesis-related genes. A population effect is evident in most of the traits, 5 out of 8 functional traits and 6 out of 428 7 performance traits were significantly different between the populations at day 6, and 429 all traits except for root length showed a population effect at day 12 (Table 1 and 3) . 430 We also observed G x E effects (variation in population responses to drought) to a 431 limited extent on day 6, and to a greater extent on day 12 ( and belowground. In addition to GN13 at day 6, GN7 expression (linked to high light 440 intensity and high temperature GO term) also showed a G x E effect at day 12 (Table   441 2).
442
In addition to gene network responses, we also tested for gene expression Plasticity differentiation is associated with climate 498 We tested if plasticity in traits and gene expression reflect signatures of climatic effects.
499
In order to do this, we used a subset of climate and trait pairs that already show (Table 4) . At day 12, we found that plasticity in GN10 (related to 506 translation) and GN13 (linked to homeostasis) covaries with mean annual precipitation.
507
For GN10, populations from both the driest and the wettest sites show higher plasticity 508 (note that plasticity has both positive and negative values dependent on the 509 directionality of the response), and populations from wetter sites show higher plasticity 510 for GN13 (Table 4, Figure 5D ). Additionally, plasticity in stem growth correlates with individuals. We also find higher plasticity in wetter sites for GN13 and leaf area, and 734 again these sites represent milder climates in this drought-prone region.
735
Similar to trait means, we also find more associations between temperature 736 related variables and trait plasticity, once again suggesting that temperature may create 737 a stronger or more consistent selective force compared to precipitation in this system.
738
Interestingly, the only correlations we observe for heterogeneity are also related to 
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